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Welcome to the Spring edition of the 
Eastwood Financial Services magazine. 
Spring is a time of new beginnings in nature and often 
an organic time to bring renewal to many facets of  
our lives.

As you read this edition, we’ll be at the beginning of another new year… 
another tax year that is! All of your planning and actions for the 2017/18 
tax year are behind you but now is a good time to plan for the year ahead 
and as always, we are on hand to assist.

The latest edition of our magazine covers a number of topics ranging 
from pensions to equine insurance – hopefully there will be something of 
interest for everyone. 

Our avid readers will recall that in the last edition, we covered our efforts 
for Yorkshire Cancer Research. In this edition, we feature the Yorkshire  
Air Ambulance who are looking for volunteers to get involved with the  
Tour de Yorkshire weekend. Leaving the Lycra to the professionals, this 
article shows other ways in which the general public can get involved. 

To finish off with our news page, we are delighted to introduce you to  
our newest recruit and to also cover our attendance at the Kirklees 
Business Week.

Wishing you all the joys of spring and we look forward to catching up with 
you in the summer.
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The Chancellor, Philip Hammond, 
has asked the Office of Tax 
Simplification (OTS) for “proposals… 
for simplification, to ensure that the 
system is fit for purpose”.  

The OTS has been asked to “focus 
on the technical and administrative 
issues within IHT” and also to 
consider “whether the current 
framework causes any distortions 
to taxpayers’ decisions surrounding 
transfers, investments and other 
relevant transactions”. This 
means the OTS will be looking at 
simplifying the rules, instead of 
proposing radical reforms. The 
Chancellor may not reduce IHT 
revenue, as the tax is forecasted to 
raise £5.4bn in 2018/19. 

Appropriately, the OTS did look at 
IHT when developing its ‘Complexity 
Index’ in 2015.  The Index examined 
over 100 aspects of UK taxation, 

assessing their complexity and its 
impact. Unsurprisingly, IHT ranked 
close to the top for complexity – 
coming third behind two sets of 
capital gains tax computation rules. 
IHT earned this position thanks to 
no fewer than 94 reliefs and nearly 
200 pages of legislation.

If the OTS repeated the exercise 
today, IHT could well come first 
because of the extra complexity 
added by the residence nil rate 
band (RNRB) and its associated 
downsizing rules. These rules led 
the then head of the Treasury 
Select Committee, Andrew Tyrie, to 
say, “The main beneficiaries of this 
[legislation] would be tax advisers 
and lawyers”.

You should not defer your estate 
planning because of the impending 
OTS review – there is no timetable 
for the OTS to respond, and their 

previous recommendations on 
income tax and national insurance 
contributions have yet to be 
implemented. If you have not 
reviewed your will since the RNRB 
started in April 2017, now is the 
time to do so. The RNRB could 
save your estate up to £70,000 in 
tax (up to £140,000 for a couple) 
by 2020/21 but, as Mr Tyrie made 
clear, it is far from straightforward. 
The end of the tax year offers also 
opportunities to use your annual 
IHT exemptions, as covered in our 
feature article. 

 

New focus on inheritance tax
The government has requested a review of inheritance tax (IHT), 
focusing on making the system less complicated.

The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate  
tax advice. 

Levels and bases of taxation and tax reliefs are subject 
to change and their value depends on individual 
circumstances. 

Tax laws can change. 

The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate will 
writing, trusts and some forms of estate planning.
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It’s in the blood...
With the National Hunt Spring 
Festivals upon us and the new 
Flat season on the horizon the 
eyes of the sporting world will 
descend upon the hallowed turf of 
Cheltenham, Aintree et al.

Whether you are involved first 
hand in the sport of Horse 
Racing, an avid follower or once 
a year Grand National viewer the 
excitement at this time of year 
reaches fever pitch.

For owners and trainers alike 
sourcing the correct insurance 
for our equine heroes is of 
paramount importance. The 
danger and high octane nature 
of the sport mean that accidents 
are inevitable and when the 
worst happens comprehensive 
insurance cover and specialist 
claims advice is imperative.

Eastwood Private Clients hold an 
enviable position in this arena 
having arranged the insurance 
for many well-known horses 
and unfortunately having had to 
negotiate claims for subsequent 
losses.

Director Wayne Johnson is a 
racehorse enthusiast who will 
know your horse’s insurance 
requirements and will be aware 
of when they are due to run. 
He will talk with you about their 
performances and will be on hand 
whenever required.

Racehorses are fragile and 
unpredictable by nature hence 
it is essential for any owner to 
be represented by a Broker 
who understands the industry, 
has a passion for the sport and 
is available to react to every 
situation.

EASTWOOD PRIVATE CLIENTS

Essential equine insurance for owners and trainers.

Eastwood Private Clients is the new name for 
the high-net worth division of Eastwood & 
Partners and is based at Northumberland House, 
Northumberland Street, Huddersfield. 

Eastwood Private Clients Ltd is an appointed 
representative of Eastwood & Partners Ltd which  
is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

For more information 
about bloodstock 
insurance, visit www.
eastwoodprivateclients.
co.uk /bespoke/
bloodstock or call 
a member of the 
Eastwood Private Clients 
team on 01484 820022.
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Global markets were hitting new all-time highs repeatedly in 2017 
before encountering some turbulence in 2018. 

If you were invested in world stock 
markets last year, you should 
have enjoyed some healthy 
returns, although markets have 
experienced a much bumpier ride 
of late. 

In 2017, the benchmark for 
developed markets, the MSCI 
World Index, was up nearly 
10% in sterling terms, while the 
corresponding emerging markets 
index rose by over 20%. The US 
epitomised the strength of global 
share markets, with the Dow Jones 

Index closing at a new high 70 
times in the year, itself a record.

UNPREDICTABLE FUTURES
Despite this performance, markets 
have proven their unpredictability 
at the start of 2018. 

If you are a long-term investor, it’s 
generally unwise to suddenly turn 
into a short-term trader because 
of market volatility. In any case, 
holding cash is an unattractive 
option when base rate is 0.5% and 
inflation is running at around 3%, 

guaranteeing a post-inflation loss. 
A compromise for fresh investment 
could be to drip feed sums into 
funds regularly, rather than make a 
single purchase. 

Please get in touch if you would like 
to discuss your investment options.

Shaky start to 2018 for global 
stock markets

The value of your investment can go down as well 
as up and you may not get back the full amount 
you invested. 

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of 
future performance. 

Investing in shares should be regarded as a long-
term investment and should fit in with your overall 
attitude to risk and financial circumstances.
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Investors can save more into 
pensions from 6 April 2018,  
when the lifetime allowance (LTA) 
increases from £1 million to  
£1.03 million.
The LTA is a critical part of pension planning.  
It is the total value of payouts from pension savings,  
as a lump sum or income, before additional tax 
charges apply. 

After reductions to the LTA in recent years, the 

allowance is now moving in the opposite direction — 
although £1.03 million remains significantly less than 
the £1.8 million permitted in 2012. The government 
has also announced the LTA will rise annually in line 
with inflation. The increase at the start of the tax year 
is based on the previous September’s CPI figure, in  
this case 3%. 

A HOLISTIC APPROACH
Investors need to be aware of the impact of the LTA on 
their total potential pension savings. This can include 
such assets as former or current workplace pensions, 
so it’s important to get up-to-date valuations for your 
LTA calculations. 

The lifetime allowance 
increases – at last
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If you think you may breach the LTA when taking 
retirement benefits, depending on your personal 
circumstances and how much of your pension 
benefits you intend to take, you may want to consider 
alternative retirement provision, which could include 
other investments or maximising your ISA allowances.

DEFINED BENEFIT TRANSFERS
The LTA can be important when considering transfers 
out of defined benefit (DB) pensions. Transferring 
benefits can lead to a breach of the LTA – especially 
with the high transfer values on offer from many DB 
schemes.

To calculate the value of a DB pension, the accrued 
benefit is multiplied by 20. If you are due to receive 
a DB pension of £50,000 a year at your scheme’s 
retirement age, this is worth £1 million for the 
purposes of the LTA. This is just within the current LTA, 
but the transfer value may well be higher, pushing 
your total pensions savings above the LTA and 
triggering a tax charge. 

APPLYING FOR PROTECTION
If your pension fund is higher than the LTA, you 
might be able to avoid a tax charge if you qualify for 
‘protection’. There are two main types of protection 
for those affected by the cut to the LTA in 2016: fixed 
protection (2016) and individual protection (2016).

• Fixed protection lets you fix your LTA at £1.25 
million, but only if no pension contributions have 
been made after April 2016, including relevant 
accruals made under DB schemes.

• Individual protection may apply even if there have 
been contributions. This provides a personalised 
LTA equivalent to the value of your pension on 6 
April 2016, which cannot exceed £1.25 million. 

It is still possible to apply for individual protection 
if your pensions were worth over £1 million at April 
2016. The key requirement is to apply before taking 
any pension benefits. This can be important if you 
are planning on taking tax-free cash or using pension 
freedoms before your planned retirement date. 

No more pension contributions can be made once 
fixed protection is in place. You can contribute under 
individual protection, for example if investment values 
fall beneath your level of protection. However, these 
schemes can help you avoid unnecessary additional  
tax charges. 

The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate tax advice. 

Levels and bases of taxation and tax reliefs are subject to change and their 
value depends on individual circumstances. 

Tax laws can change. 

Occupational pension schemes are regulated by The Pensions Regulator.
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The next instalment of tax changes to buy-to-let 
investments come in from 6 April. If you are a buy-to-let 
landlord, or you are thinking of this type of investment, 
you need to understand the implications.  

Reform of tax relief on buy-to-let residential mortgage 
interest was a surprise in the 2015 summer Budget. 
The change is being phased in over four years starting 
from the 2017/18 tax year. Landlords of furnished lets 
are also being hit by the abolition of the wear-and-tear 
allowance that took effect from April 2016.

Borrowers will get a 20% tax credit on interest under 
the new scheme, instead of deducting the interest 
against rental income. This is equivalent to basic rate 
relief, and it increases borrowing costs for higher or 
additional rate taxpayers. The move to the new system 
will be phased in with part of the interest remaining 
deductible and part eligible for the tax credit. The 
amount of interest deductible against rental income 
is 75% for 2017/18, reducing by 25% each year after. 
Borrowers can claim 25% of the tax credit in 2017/18, 
increasing by 25% a year to reach 100% from 2020/21.

One consequence is that taxable income will increase 
because the costs which can be offset against taxable 
rental income are being phased out. This can have 
unfortunate side effects. For example, more taxable 
income could push a borrower over an important tax 
threshold, such as the £100,000 income level at which 
the personal allowance – the amount of income you 
don’t pay tax on – begins to be tapered away.

The first stage of the interest tax relief changes may 
not have become apparent to some landlords until  
31 January 2018, when their final balancing payment 
of tax for 2017/18 became due. In the longer term, the 
impact could be significant for higher and additional 
rate taxpayers, particularly if the gap between rental 
income net of expenses and mortgage interest is small. 

The switch to a 20% tax credit could even turn a profit 
into a loss for a higher rate taxpayer, as the simplified 
example (right) shows. 

What’s more, two other factors have emerged to 
complicate the tax affairs of private landlords. Firstly, 
interest rates have started to rise, making the loss 
of full tax relief that much costlier. Secondly, in last 
November’s Budget the Chancellor revised the rules 
for corporate capital gains, increasing the tax payable 
on future gains. 

Buy-to-let owners who hold their properties in 
companies – an increasingly common approach 
prompted by the reform of interest relief – are affected 
by the freezing of indexation relief from January 2018. 
Some buy-to-let investors are planning to sell in the 
face of the growing tax burden.  

If you may be affected, please get in touch. 

Tax relief reductions 
affecting landlords
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The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate tax 
and trust advice. 

Levels and bases of taxation and tax reliefs are subject 
to change and their value depends on individual 
circumstances. 

Tax laws can change. 

Business buy-to-let and commercial mortgages are not 
regulated by the FCA. 

Think carefully before securing other debts against 
your home.

 2016/17 2020/21
 £ £
Rent 12,000 12,000
Expenses (2,500) (2,500)
Deductible interest (8,500) Nil
Non-deductible interest Nil (8,500)
Taxable income 1,000 9,500
Tax due @ 40% 400 3,800
Tax credit on interest @ 20% N/A (1,700)
Tax payable 400 2,100
Income net of tax  
and interest £600 PROFIT £1,100 LOSS

EXAMPLE
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Do you know when you’ll reach your state 
pension age? When planning for retirement it’s 
crucial to know your entitlements. 

The level of the state pension has 
become more straightforward in 
some ways since the introduction 
of a flat-rate pension in 2016. But 
figuring out when and exactly what 
you will receive has become more 
complicated. 

Women used to collect their state 
pension at the age of 60, and men 
received theirs from age 65, but 
women’s state pension age (SPA) 
has been rising over the last eight 
years. By the end of this year 
women’s SPA will be the same as  
for men.

A second phase will then begin 
which will push up the SPA from 
65 to 66 over a period of sixteen 
months. Seven years later, the SPA 
will be raised again to 67. 

WHO IS AFFECTED BY  
THESE CHANGES? 
The SPA changes are complicated, 
but some key dates could affect you:

• If you were born between  
  6 October 1954 and 5 April 1960,  
   you will reach your SPA at 66. 

• But if you were born after  
  6 April 1961, you will reach  
  your SPA at 67.

There are two periods when the SPA 
will rise each month according to 
your date of birth. 

If you were born between 6 
December 1953 and 5 October 
1954, your exact SPA between 65 
and 66 will increase in monthly 

intervals depending on your 
birthday: e.g. someone born on 30 
September 1954 will have an SPA of 
65 years 11 months.

If you were born between 6 April 
1960 and 5 March 1961, the SPA 
will also depend on the month of 
your birth. So, someone born on 28 
February 1961 will have an SPA of 
66 years 11 months. 

STAYING INFORMED
This will not be the last increase to 
the SPA. With people living longer 
and the baby-boomer generation 
heading into retirement, the 
government may be forced to 
control spiralling pension costs by 
revisiting this area. 

Many women who have seen their 
state pension age rise in recent 
years have complained they were 
not given enough warning of these 
changes.

We can help you understand how 
these changes will affect you and 
your retirement planning. For 
example, we could advise how to 
bridge any gap between the time 
when you expected to get your state 
pension and when it will actually 
start to be paid.

State pension age 
continues to rise 

The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate 
tax and trust advice. 

Levels and bases of taxation and tax reliefs are 
subject to change and their value depends on 
individual circumstances. 

Tax laws can change. 

Business buy-to-let and commercial mortgages are 
not regulated by the FCA. 

Think carefully before securing other debts against 
your home.
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Next 
stage of 
automatic 
enrolment 
pensions
Since 2012 employer and 
employee automatic enrolment 
contributions have been set at 
2% of ‘band earnings’, with the 
employer and employee both 
paying 1%. From 6 April this 
year, the minimum contributions 
will rise to 5%, of which 2% is 
from the employer. The extra 
savings could be significant, 
especially for employees. Taking 
someone earning £26,000 a year 
as an example, the employer 
contributions will increase 98% 
from £16.77 a month to £33.28. 
The employee contributions will 
rise 198% from £13.42 a month 
to £39.94.

Further increases happen in  
April 2019, as the total rises 
to 8% of which 3% is from the 
employer. Each April there 
are generally also tax and NIC 
changes, which may impact on 
contribution levels.

The Financial Conduct Authority does not 
regulate tax advice. 

Levels and bases of taxation and tax reliefs are 
subject to change and their value depends on 
individual circumstances. 

Tax laws can change. 

Occupational pension schemes are regulated by 
The Pensions Regulator.
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As the official charity partner of 
the tour this year, the Yorkshire 
Air Ambulance will be faced with 
potentially a very busy time over 
these four days. 

They are looking for ‘Event 
Volunteers’ to support their 
fundraising efforts during the 
event. For example, they will  
need people to man stalls,  
give out merchandise or help  
with collecting donations along  
the route. 

You may wish to help on only one 
of the days, or you may want to 
do more – it is up to you. They 
hope that this flexible approach 
will appeal to those people who 
would like to support Yorkshire 
Air Ambulance, but are unable 
to commit to volunteering on a 
regular basis.

Tour de Yorkshire 
2018 – YAA event 
volunteers required
The Tour de Yorkshire 2018 will be taking place between 
Thursday 3rd May and Sunday 6th May 2018 for what  
we know will be an amazing event showcasing the  
best of Yorkshire! 

If you are 
interested 
in helping 
over the Tour 
de Yorkshire 
weekend, and 
able to commit to 
volunteering for 
one or more days 
to support the vital 
work of Yorkshire Air 
Ambulance during 
this incredible event, 
please get in touch by 
calling 01422 237900 
or by emailing them at 
info@yaa.org.uk.
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A little-known type of life assurance plan could provide you 
or your employees with highly tax-efficient life cover.

A ‘relevant life policy’ (RLP) is a special type of life 
assurance which an employer can provide without any 
benefit-in-kind tax charge on the employee. The RLP 
is not widely used as many directors are not aware of 
them. Also, for most employees, the normal pension 
rules cover their needs. 

However, the erosion of the value of the standard 
‘lifetime allowance’ (LTA) since 2012 has changed 
the picture for a growing number of higher-paid 
employees. Benefits payable under group life schemes 
count towards the LTA, so could result in tax charges 
where they push savings over the threshold.

It is easy to see the appeal of life cover with:

• The premiums paid by your employer.

• Tax relief for your employer as an allowable 
business expense.

• No income tax or national insurance contributions 
to pay on the premiums by the employer or 
employee.

• No pension LTA limits to worry about.

• Contributions not counted towards an individual’s 
annual pension allowance.

• Benefits on death or diagnosis of a terminal illness 

payable under a flexible discretionary trust to your 
nominated beneficiaries (or charities).

• All payments normally free of inheritance tax.

If a pension policy pays out lump sum death benefits 
above someone’s available LTA, they are taxable at 
a flat rate of 55% on the excess above the LTA. For 
instance, in the current tax year a lump sum death 
benefit totalling £1.5 million provided by a registered 
pension scheme would be subject to £275,000 
(£500,000 @ 55%) in tax if the standard LTA applies. 
But HM Revenue & Customs does not treat an RLP as 
a registered pension scheme, so the 55% tax charge 
would not apply in this case to the benefit payable. 

RLPs are especially useful for: small companies that 
do not have enough employees to set up a group 
life scheme; directors and senior employees who 
require life cover that won’t eat into their available 
LTA; employees who wish to top up benefits from 
their existing employer’s scheme; and directors who 
want to set up an employer-financed shareholder 
protection arrangement. 

The savings from using an RLP against setting up 
personal cover and funding premiums through an 
increase to net pay can be significant. 

Highly tax efficient life cover
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In the example (above), Gill is a higher rate taxpaying 
director who needs £500,000 of cover costing £1,000 
a year in premiums. Using an RLP almost halves the 
employer’s cost. 

RLPs are subject to some special rules. For example, the 
policy cannot run beyond the employee’s 75th birthday, it 
can never acquire a surrender value and it only provides life 
cover, not critical illness cover or waiver of payment benefit. 

For more details of RLPs please contact us.

The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate tax and trust advice. 

Levels and bases of taxation and tax reliefs are subject to change and their value depends on 
individual circumstances. 

Tax laws can change. Occupational pension schemes are regulated by The Pensions Regulator.

EXAMPLE Personal cover Relevant life p lan
 £ £

COST TO GILL    

Increase in annual gross salary 1,724.14 N/A

Income tax (698.66) N/A

National insurance contributions (2%) (34.48) N/A

Annual premium (= Net Pay) 1,000 N/A

COST TO GILL’S EMPLOYER

Gross salary/Policy premium 1,724.14 1,000

National insurance contributions 237.93 N/A

Total gross cost 1,962.07 1,000.00

Corporation tax relief (372.79) (190.00)

TOTAL NET COST 1,589.28 810.00



Pennine House,  
Lowfields Close,  
Lowfields Business Park,  
Elland HX5 9DA 

Tel 01422 377 737  Fax 01422 376 866
www.eastwoodfinancial.co.uk 

Eastwood Financial Services is  
authorised and regulated by the  
Financial Conduct Authority
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ukFollowing the great success of last year’s conference, we 

exhibited for the 2018 Kirklees Business Conference (KBC) at 
John Smith’s Stadium in Huddersfield – home to Premier  
League football team, Huddersfield Town, and Super League 
rugby league team, the Huddersfield Giants.

Organised by the Mid Yorkshire Chamber of Commerce, KBC 
attracted over 550 business professionals and 50 exhibitors;  
all dedicated to helping each other grow, connect and learn. 

Here at Eastwood’s, our representatives included Karen Wynard, 
Warwick Busfield and Jessica Eastwood – offering independent 
financial advice (and fully equipped with treats) from our  
exhibitor stand. 

There was also a variety of engaging seminars such as Google’s 
Digital Garage team who presented a training session on optimising 
your Google presence. Other guests included Eorl Crabtree, a former 
Huddersfield Giants player, and self-made businessman Graham 
Leslie CBE, who established Galpharm International and was founder 
chairman and co-creator of Huddersfield’s 25,000 all-seater stadium. 

For more information on KBC or how to get involved  
in the future, please follow @MidYorksChamber,  
@MYBizConfs and #KirkleesConf on Twitter or visit  
www.kirkleesbusinessconference.co.uk. 

NEWS

Paul Owen 
recently joined 
us as a Corporate 
Services 
Administrator, 
providing support 
to our corporate 
clients on 
employee benefits 
& workplace pensions. Paul has a 
wealth of experience having previously  
worked at both high profile insurers 
and accountancy firms. 

A very 
warm 
welcome 

Kirklees Business Conference


